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Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection of separate essays and articles
compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing
doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was constructed by American
statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United States Constitution. Hamilton recruited
fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the
Founding Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and highly
influential government official. He also served as a Senior Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist
Party, the system that governed the nation’s finances. His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and
lasting impact on the early development of the nation of the United States.
In a treatment center for eating disorders, teenagers Shoshana and Rowan develop an intense, sometimes destructive connection.
Ultimately, the girls will have to make a choice: get healthy on their own—or stay sick together.
(Free Sample) Mastering Essay & Answer Writing for UPSC Civil Services IAS-IPS & State PSC Main ExamDisha
PublicationsMLA Handbook for Writers of Research PapersModern Language Assn of Amer
Because so many first-year writing students lack the basic skills the course demands, reading specialist McWhorter gives them
steady guidance through the challenges they face in academic work. Successful College Writing offers extensive instruction in
active and critical reading, practical advice on study and college survival skills, step-by-step strategies for writing and research,
detailed coverage of the nine rhetorical patterns of development, and 61 readings that provide strong rhetorical models, as well as
an easy-to-use handbook in the complete edition. McWhorter’s unique visual approach to learning uses graphic organizers,
revision flowcharts, and other visual tools to help students analyze texts and write their own essays. Her unique attention to
varieties of learning styles also helps empower students, allowing them to identify their strengths and learning preferences. Read
the preface.
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a high school senior given the task of writing a
650-word personal statement for your college application. Do you tell the story of your life, or a story from your life? Do you choose
a single moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless. Lucky for you, they're not. College counselor Ethan Sawyer (aka
The College Essay Guy) will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types of college admission essays. And all you have to
do to figure out which type is best for you is answer two simple questions: 1. Have you experienced significant challenges in your
life? 2. Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With these questions providing the building blocks for your essay,
Sawyer guides you through the rest of the process, from choosing a structure to revising your essay, and answers the big
questions that have probably been keeping you up at night: How do I brag in a way that doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I
make my essay, like, deep? Packed with tips, tricks, exercises, and sample essays from real students who got into their dream
schools, College Essay Essentials is the only college essay guide to make this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we
say it?) a little bit fun.
A Modest Proposal Jonathan Swift - To ease poverty in Ireland by eating the children of the poor was the satirical 'solution'
suggested by Jonathan Swift in his essay 'A Modest Proposal' (1729). Here Swift unleashes the full power of his ironic armoury
and corrosive wit, finding his targets - the British ruling class and avaricious landlords, and the brutalized Irish, complicit in their
own oppression - with deadly precision.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time
been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
"From one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time comes an unforgettable true story about the redeeming potential of mercy.
Bryan Stevenson was a gifted young attorney when he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending the poor,
the wrongly condemned, and those trapped in the furthest reaches of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of Walter
McMillian, a young man sentenced to die for a notorious murder he didn't commit. The case drew Stevenson into a tangle of conspiracy,
political machination, and legal brinksmanship - and transformed his understanding of mercy and justice forever."--Back cover.
From study skills to research skills, Criminology Skills gives students the tools needed to succeed in the study of criminology. Beginning with
an introduction to finding, using, and evaluating criminological resources, it allows students to establish a strong skills foundation right from
the start. The book then moves into more advanced levels of study, covering academic skills, and finally, research skills. Offering coverage of
practical, academic, and research skills in one manageable volume, Criminology Skills is an excellent study skills book for criminology
students at all levels of study. FEATURES * Written in lively, student-friendly language * Integrates real-world examples and engaging
exercises throughout, encouraging students to put the skills they are learning into a practical context * Comprehensive coverage of research
methods, ethics, and data analysis * Accompanied by a comprehensive Companion Website (www.oup.com/uk/orc/bin/9780199597376) with
a rich variety of student resources--practical exercises, animated walkthroughs showing how to use online databases, activities to help test
students' understanding of ethical considerations as well as the differences between quantitative and qualitative research methods, and more
A guidebook for teachers and tutors on detecting and handling plagiarism, which discusses administrative issues and constructing
assignments to prevent plagiarism, and PROFvides Web addresses for term paper mills, and quizzes and activities that teach about
plagiarism.
Some of the key highlights of Oswaal Sample Papers are: • Ten Sample Question Papers covering important concepts from an examination
perspective (1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment*) • All Typologies of Questions specified by included for examination success •
Scheme of Evaluation upto March/April 2020 Exam with detailed explanations as per the word limit for exam-oriented study • ‘On Tips
Notes’ for crisp revision We hope Oswaal Sample Papers empower each and every student to excel, now and always!!
Open source provides the competitive advantage in the Internet Age. According to the August Forrester Report, 56 percent of IT managers
interviewed at Global 2,500 companies are already using some type of open source software in their infrastructure and another 6 percent will
install it in the next two years. This revolutionary model for collaborative software development is being embraced and studied by many of the
biggest players in the high-tech industry, from Sun Microsystems to IBM to Intel.The Cathedral & the Bazaar is a must for anyone who cares
about the future of the computer industry or the dynamics of the information economy. Already, billions of dollars have been made and lost
based on the ideas in this book. Its conclusions will be studied, debated, and implemented for years to come. According to Bob Young, "This
is Eric Raymond's great contribution to the success of the open source revolution, to the adoption of Linux-based operating systems, and to
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the success of open source users and the companies that supply them."The interest in open source software development has grown
enormously in the past year. This revised and expanded paperback edition includes new material on open source developments in 1999 and
2000. Raymond's clear and effective writing style accurately describing the benefits of open source software has been key to its success.
With major vendors creating acceptance for open source within companies, independent vendors will become the open source story in 2001.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life until one of them
succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
This how-to manual is a sure fire way to establish a successful writing workshop in any classroom. Tips and strategies offer a practical
application of a variety of formats that can be incorporated, such as mini-lessons, differentiated practice, and planning and assessment
features. With guided steps and supports, your classroom is sure to be filled with successful writers in no time at all!
Provides information on stylistic aspects of research papers, theses, and dissertations, including sections on writing fundamentals, MLA
documentation style, and copyright law
William Faulkner [RL 8 IL 7-12] An aristocratic Southern woman hides a macabre secret. Themes: lost love; secret passions. 36 pages. Tale
Blazers.
George Orwell’s celebrated novella, Animal Farm, is a biting, allegorical, political satire on totalitarianism in general and Stalinism in
particular. One of the most famous works in modern English literature, it is a telling comment on Soviet Russia under Stalin’s brutal
dictatorship based on a cult of personality which was enforced through a reign of terror. The book tells a seemingly simple story of farm
animals who rebel against their master in the hope of stopping their exploitation at the hand of humans and creating a society where animals
would be equal, free and happy. Ultimately, however, the rebellion is betrayed and the farm ends up in a state as bad as it was before. The
novel thus demonstrates how easily good intentions can be subverted into tyranny.Orwell has himself said that it was the first book in which
he had tried, with full consciousness of what he was doing, ‘to fuse political purpose and artistic purpose into one whole.’ The book was first
published in England in 1945, and has since then remained a favourite with readers all over the world, and has consistently been included in
all prestigious bestseller lists for the past many years.
For more than a quarter of a century, Pat Schneider has helped writers find and liberate their true voices. Now, Schneider's acclaimed
methods are made available in a single well-organized and highly readable volume.
"The third edition of this best-seller updates its detailed information about how to construct, evaluate, and use questionnaires, and adds an
entirely new chapter on customer loyalty." "Readers will gain a sound grasp of the scientific methodology used to construct and use
questionnaires utilizing the author's systematic approach. They will be able to pinpoint and focus on the most relevant topics, and study both
the qualitative and quantitative aspects of questionnaire design and evaluation. These and many more important scientific principles are
presented in simple, understandable terms."--BOOK JACKET.
One of America 's most influential writing teachers offers a toolbox from which writers of all kinds can draw practical inspiration. "Writing is a
craft you can learn," says Roy Peter Clark. "You need tools, not rules." His book distills decades of experience into 50 tools that will help any
writer become more fluent and effective. WRITING TOOLS covers everything from the most basic ("Tool 5: Watch those adverbs") to the
more complex ("Tool 34: Turn your notebook into a camera") and provides more than 200 examples from literature and journalism to illustrate
the concepts. For students, aspiring novelists, and writers of memos, e-mails, PowerPoint presentations, and love letters, here are 50
indispensable, memorable, and usable tools. "Pull out a favorite novel or short story, and read it with the guidance of Clark 's ideas. . . .
Readers will find new worlds in familiar places. And writers will be inspired to pick up their pens." - Boston Globe "For all the aspiring writers
out there-whether you're writing a novel or a technical report-a respected scholar pulls back the curtain on the art." - Atlanta JournalConstitution "This is a useful tool for writers at all levels of experience, and it's entertainingly written, with plenty of helpful examples."
-Booklist.
A fun, user-friendly guide that takes the confusion out of writing essays and papers for students of all ages. Unlike other books that are so full
of technical jargon that they confuse more than help, Homework Helpers: Essays and Term Papers uses straightforward language and simple
steps to guide students through the essay-writing process. Homework Helpers: Essays and Term Papers: • Describes in detailed “plain
English” each element and step involved in writing a dozen different types of essays. • Includes a rough, edited, and final draft sample of
each type of essay discussed. • Explains the necessity of proofreading and citing sources, providing tips and instruction on how to
accomplish these tasks. • Presents step-by-step instructions on how to write a great SAT essay. • Discusses what students can expect when
they reach college-level courses. Students of all ages can find help in writing essays for every major subject in high school or college.
Neophytes will find guidance on the basics, while those further along in their educational career can adapt the detailed instructions for more indepth assignments.
A #1 New York Times bestseller by Kim Edwards, The Memory Keeper’s Daughter is a brilliantly crafted novel of parallel lives, familial
secrets, and the redemptive power of love Kim Edwards’s stunning novel begins on a winter night in 1964 in Lexington, Kentucky, when a
blizzard forces Dr. David Henry to deliver his own twins. His son, born first, is perfectly healthy, but the doctor immediately recognizes that his
daughter has Down syndrome. Rationalizing it as a need to protect Norah, his wife, he makes a split second decision that will alter all of their
lives forever. He asks his nurse, Caroline, to take the baby away to an institution and never to reveal the secret. Instead, she disappears into
another city to raise the child herself. So begins this beautifully told story that unfolds over a quarter of a century—in which these two families,
ignorant of each other, are yet bound by the fateful decision made that winter night long ago. A family drama, The Memory Keeper’s
Daughter explores every mother's silent fear: What would happen if you lost your child and she grew up without you? It is also an astonishing
tale of love and how the mysterious ties that hold a family together help us survive the heartache that occurs when long-buried secrets are
finally uncovered.
A 2012 Michael L. Printz Honor Book Charlie Bucktin, a bookish thirteen year old, is startled one summer night by an urgent knock on his
bedroom window. His visitor is Jasper Jones, an outcast in their small mining town, and he has come to ask for Charlie's help. Terribly afraid
but desperate to impress, Charlie follows him into the night. Jasper takes him to his secret glade, where Charlie witnesses Jasper's horrible
discovery. With his secret like a brick in his belly, Charlie is pushed and pulled by a town closing in on itself in fear and suspicion. He locks
horns with his tempestuous mother, falls nervously in love, and battles to keep a lid on his zealous best friend. In the simmering summer
where everything changes, Charlie learns why the truth of things is so hard to know, and even harder to hold in his heart.
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the
impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with
her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of
a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave
quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end,
long before it has a chance to begin.
An autobiographical novel of growing up in the multicultural environment of contemporary France tells the story of Azouz Begag, the son of
an illiterate Algerian immigrant in Lyon and his coming of age in a world of ethnic and racial tensions.
“Guides readers toward the road less consumptive, offering practical advice and moral support while making a convincing case that individual
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actions . . . do matter.” —Elizabeth Royte, author, Garbage Land and Bottlemania Like many people, Beth Terry didn’t think an individual
could have much impact on the environment. But while laid up after surgery, she read an article about the staggering amount of plastic
polluting the oceans, and decided then and there to kick her plastic habit. In Plastic-Free, she shows you how you can too, providing personal
anecdotes, stats about the environmental and health problems related to plastic, and individual solutions and tips on how to limit your plastic
footprint. Presenting both beginner and advanced steps, Terry includes handy checklists and tables for easy reference, ways to get involved
in larger community actions, and profiles of individuals—Plastic-Free Heroes—who have gone beyond personal solutions to create change on a
larger scale. Fully updated for the paperback edition, Plastic-Free also includes sections on letting go of eco-guilt, strategies for coping with
overwhelming problems, and ways to relate to other people who aren’t as far along on the plastic-free path. Both a practical guide and the
story of a personal journey from helplessness to empowerment, Plastic-Free is a must-read for those concerned about the ongoing health
and happiness of themselves, their children, and the planet.
A First Nations former hockey star looks back on his life as he undergoes treatment for alcoholism in this novel from the author of Dream
Wheels. Saul Indian Horse is a child when his family retreats into the woods. Among the lakes and the cedars, they attempt to reconnect with
half-forgotten traditions and hide from the authorities who have been kidnapping Ojibway youth. But when winter approaches, Saul loses
everything: his brother, his parents, his beloved grandmother—and then his home itself. Alone in the world and placed in a horrific boarding
school, Saul is surrounded by violence and cruelty. At the urging of a priest, he finds a tentative salvation in hockey. Rising at dawn to
practice alone, Saul proves determined and undeniably gifted. His intuition and vision are unmatched. His speed is remarkable. Together they
open doors for him: away from the school, into an all-Ojibway amateur circuit, and finally within grasp of a professional career. Yet as Saul’s
victories mount, so do the indignities and the taunts, the racism and the hatred—the harshness of a world that will never welcome him, tied
inexorably to the sport he loves. Spare and compact yet undeniably rich, Indian Horse is at once a heartbreaking account of a dark chapter in
our history and a moving coming-of-age story. “Shocking and alien, valuable and true… A master of empathy.”—Jane Smiley, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Golden Age “A severe yet beautiful novel…. Indian Horse finds the granite solidity of Wagamese’s prose polished to
a lustrous sheen; brisk, brief, sharp chapters propel the reader forward.”—Donna Bailey Nurse, National Post (Toronto)
This book on doctoral writing offers a refreshingly new approach to help Ph.D. students and their supervisors overcome the host of writing
challenges that can make—or break—the dissertation process. The book’s unique contribution to the field of doctoral writing is its style of
reflection on ongoing, lived practice; this is more readable than a simple how-to book, making it a welcome resource to support doctoral
writing. The experiences and practices of research writing are explored through bite-sized vignettes, stories, and actionable ‘teachable’
accounts.Doctoral Writing: Practices, Processes and Pleasures has its origins in a highly successful academic blog with an international
following. Inspired by the popularity of the blog (which had more than 14,800 followers as of October 2019) and a desire to make our six
years’ worth of posts more accessible, this book has been authored, reworked, and curated by the three editors of the blog and reconceived
as a conveniently structured book.
Essay Collection covering the point where software, law and social justice meet.
• Latest Board Examination Paper with Scheme of Valuation • Strictly as per the latest syllabus, blueprint & design of the question paper. •
Board-specified typologies of questions for exam success • Perfect answers with Board Scheme of Valuation • Hand written Toppers
Answers for exam-oriented preparation • NCERT Textbook Questions fully solved • Solutions of PUE Textbook Questions • Previous Years’
Board Examination Questions
Do you know how to write a Professional Academic Essay, Research Paper, Book Report, Annotated Bibliography? Read the Academic
Writing book for the best help! No experience in Academic Writing! Do not Worry! After reading the book, students will learn about how to
write academic assignments (Essay, Research Papers, Book Reports, and Annotated Bibliography) in the shortest possible time and
accurately. Table of Contents Chapter 1: What is Academic Writing? Chapter 2: Characteristics of Academic Writing Chapter 3: Structure of
Academic Writing Chapter 4: Outline (Essay, Research Paper, Book Report, and Annotated Bibliography) Chapter 5: Types of Academic
Writing Chapter 6: How to Properly Cite Sources in Academic Assignments? Chapter 7: Paraphrasing Chapter 8: Grammar Check Chapter 9:
Plagiarism Chapter 10: Editing and Proofreading Chapter 11: 11 Practical Steps to Write a Professional Academic Assignment Chapter 12:
Examples of Assignments (APA and MLA(Essay), Harvard (Research Paper), Chicago (Essay) and Annotated Bibliography Chapter 13:
Practice Test
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